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To describe the processes of heat transfer in polymer composites (PCs) it is necessary to know the dependence of the effective thermal conductivity of the filled polymer on the geometry, orientation, physicochemical features of interaction, thermophysical parameters, and concentration and distribution of the components of the composite [1] [2] [3] . In the general case, for determination of the effective properties of PCs it is necessary to have the distributions of physical fields in all components of the heterogenous system and to proceed, on their basis, to a model of a quasihomogeneous medium making it possible to calculate the properties sought [2] .
In principle, the structure of PCs can be classified using the following models [1] :
• a structure with embedments, consisting of the binder material and closed, non-contacting, inclusions which can be distributed chaotically or in an ordered manner;
• a structure with interpenetrating components with continuity of the extension of the substance of any component in all directions.
The most widely used method for theoretical investigation of the thermal conductivity of heterogeneous systems is the method of generalised conductivity, which is based on the analogy between differential equations of steady state heat flow, electric current, diffusion, dielectric permittivity, magnetic susceptibility, etc.
The theory of generalised conductivity gives good results if account is taken of the real structure of the material, the porosity of the system, the particle and pore size, methods of contact of the particles, and the effect of the conductive, convective, and radiative components on the thermal conductivity of the system [1, 3] . Classic solutions of the theory of generalised conductivity include the Maxwell equation, which calculates the field of a system consisting of an isotropic medium in which foreign particles of spherical shape are embedded. The distance between the particles was assumed to be sufficiently large for their interaction to be neglected. The obtained calculation formula has the form
where λ eff is the effective thermal conductivity of the heterogeneous system, λ 1 is the thermal conductivity of the continuous phase, λ 2 is the thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase, and υ is the volume concentration of the dispersed phase.
Equally well-known are the Odelevskii solutions for chaotically distributed particles and for a matrix system with cubic inclusions whose centres form a cubic lattice and whose faces are parallel.
The calculation formula for a statistical model is 
where υ 1 and υ 2 are the volume concentrations of the components and λ 1 and λ 2 are the thermal conductivities of the components.
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For a matrix model with the notation adopted above
The value of λ eff is influenced greatly by the shape of the embedded particles. According to the MaxwellBurger-Eiken theory [1] λ λ λ λ υ
where L reflects the effect of the particle shape.
For spherical grains
For particles of cylindrical shape The presented models are based on the "partial" contributions of the binder and of the filler particles chaotically introduced into it. However, experiment shows that an important role in the process of heat transfer in PCs is played not only by the properties and relative content of the individual components but also by:
• the aggregation of filler particles, which, on the achievement of a certain threshold concentration, leads to the establishment of conductive "bridges" between the particles and to the emergence of the jump conductivity effect;
• the modification of the physical properties of the polymer at the phase boundary owing to the interaction of the binder with the surface of the filler particles;
• loosening of the binder, determining the presence in the composite of a third component -pores.
The contributions of the given mechanisms of modification of heat transfer are taken into account most effectively in different methods of step-by-step averaging [2] . The methods essentially reduce to a representative element being singled out in the heterogeneous medium and all the supposed processes of heat transfer being modelled. These elements are then either embedded in a homogeneous binder, with subsequent conversion of the filler concentration to the concentration of representative elements and with calculation of the effective thermal conductivity by means of formulae (1) to (3), or, from the representative elements, the smallest aggregate is modelled, the properties of which, generally isotropic, are considered to be identical to the properties of the composite.
The effect of the establishment of conductive bridges and the presence of jump conductivity of inhomogeneous materials with a chaotic distribution of components is successfully modelled using the method of investigation known as progress theory [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Progress theory examines the chaotic distribution of the conductive component in a non-conductive medium and gives the concentration dependence of effective thermal conductivity λ eff in the form
where λ 1 is the thermal conductivity of the conductive component, υ 1 is the volume concentration of the conductive medium, and υ c is the critical concentration of the conductive medium, above which it is necessary to take into account the contact of its particles. It is assumed that υ c = 0.15 ± 0.03 and k = 1.6 ± 0.4.
For calculations of the effective conductivity of materials whose ratio of component conductivities γ = λ 2 /λ 1 does not exceed 0.1, in [5] [6] [7] [8] a method is proposed that combines progress theory and the method of reduction to an elementary cell. In the modelling of an elementary cell it is assumed that the particles in the system are isomeric and fill the entire volume of the material without cavities.
It is considered that, when the volume concentration λ of the highly conductive component varies in the range 0 < υ 1 < υ 2 , isolated inclusions (isolated clusters) of the first component are found in the continuous binder (Figure 1) . The model of an elementary cell is a cube of side L with individual cubic inclusions of l 2 size and υ 1 = (l 2 /L) 3 volume concentration; the inclusions are found at a distance 2(L -l 2 ) from each other (Figure 1a ).
In the concentration range υ c < υ 1 < 0.5, bonds appear between the isolated clusters, and the latter become an infinite cluster, the transition occurring suddenly at υ 1 = υ c (Figure 1b) . The isolated clusters are connected by bridges, the cross-sectional area of which is l 1 2 . When υ 1 = υ c = 0.5, two equal infinite clusters are formed in the material. 
where Experimental data [7, 9, 10] correlate satisfactorily with the results of calculations using models of generalised conductivity (equations (1) to (3) and (6)) only in the case of a highly dispersed filler with isotropic particles of quasispherical shape. However, in this case it is necessary to take into account the specific nature of the thermophysical properties of the transition layer formed at the filler particle/ binder boundary. For crystallising polymers it is also necessary to take into account the processes of structure formation in the binder that are induced by the influence of small filler concentrations on the energetics of the process of crystallisation of the composite from the melt.
A promising direction in describing the structure and physical properties of polymeric materials containing fillers is computer modelling and the use of renormalisation group methods. The combination of a structural model of the microinhomogeneous material obtained by the renormalisation group method and the method of stepby-step averaging makes it possible to describe the influence of aggregation of microinhomogeneities, contact phenomena between the components, and also percolation effects on the effective properties of PCs [11, 12] .
In the simplest case for a quasispherical particle, a correction for the thermal conductivity of the boundary layer λ layer can be introduced, modelling a representative element of the "sphere in cube" type (Figure 2 ) in which the boundary layer comprises a spherical layer of prescribed thickness ∆l on the surface of a spherical filler particle of radius R f . The effective thermal conductivity of such an isotropic element of cubic shape with a side r f + ∆l can be reduced to the determination of two integrals expressing the heat resistance of the composite parts of the element: 
where λ f is the thermal conductivity of the filler and λ p is the thermal conductivity of the polymer binder.
The heat resistance of the entire representative element will be defined by the double sum R = 2(R 1 + R 2 ), and the effective thermal conductivity will be defined as
Renormalising of the volume concentration of the filler υ f to the volume concentration of representative elements υ e is carried out by means of the formula (1) to (3) and (6)).
The concentration dependences of the effective thermal conductivity for particles of a shape other than quasispherical, even with a small degree of anisodiametry, is normally considerably higher than the values calculated by the models presented above. In a number of cases, good correlation with experiment is given by a simple model [13] whose representative element has the form of an anisodiametric particle of length r and cross-section r f 2 , enveloped by a layer of polymer (Figure 3 ). We will assume that the crosssectional area of such an element is r g 2 = 1.
where λ x is the thermal conductivity of the representative element along the axis of anisodiametry, λ f is the thermal conductivity of the filler, and λ p is the thermal conductivity of the polymer binder. Hence
The heat resistance along the OY axis will be defined by successive coupling of the heat resistances R 1 and R 2 which are shunted by the resistance R 3 : For the formation of an aggregate with isotropic properties, we will put together a block of elements of side r (Figure 3b) . In the OX direction such a block possesses thermal conductivity λ x , while in directions perpendicular to the OX axis it possesses thermal conductivity λ y . From the indicated blocks we will assemble an isotropic aggregate by modelling the chaotic arrangement of blocks by the scheme presented in Figure 3c . The heat resistance of such an aggregate in any of the three directions OX, OY, and OZ is equal to 
The obtained relationship describes well the concentration dependences of a number of composites based on high molecular weight polyether "Pentaplast" (with titanium dioxide, glass fibre, boron nitride) with small (up to 9 vol.%) concentrations of filler [10] . Here, the microconcentration anomalies of thermal conductivity and the inflection of the concentration dependence in the region of 4-5% are well modelled.
A model with particles of lamellar form is presented in Figure 4 . The thermal conductivity along the OX and OZ axes is identical and, for example, along the OX axis can 
The model predicts the rapid concentration increase in the effective thermal conductivity of the composites.
In real composite materials the introduction of a filler, especially in high concentrations, initiates to some degree processes of loosening of the binder. A new component appears -pores, and these have a considerable effect on the heat transfer process. Generally, pores adjoin the surface of the filler particles and make it possible, for description of the effective thermal conductivity of the PCs, to examine the model of a quasispherical particle of radius r f surrounded by a boundary layer of thickness ∆l with adjacent cylindrical pores symmetrical to the OX axis of radius r a inscribed in a parallelepiped of cross-section a 2 and length b (Figure 5) .
With a prescribed mass concentration of filler µ f and known values of the density of the filler ρ f , of the polymer ρ p , and of the composite ρ c , the volume concentrations of filler υ f , polymer υ p , and pores υ a are respectively
The volume of an elementary cell V 0 is determined from the relationship
Its linear dimensions a and b are set by the relationships
The volume of a single pair of cylindrical pores is equal on the one hand to 
sets in implicit form the radius of a cylindrical pore and is solved by one of the iteration methods.
The heat resistance of such a cell along the OX axis ( Figure 5) will be determined by the double sum
The thermal conductivity along the OX axis
The value of R 1x is determined by integration in the range from 0 to (r f 2 -r a 2 ) 1/2 with respect to the three parallel heat resistances of the layers of filler, the boundary layer, and the polymer binder respectively Figure 6 presents the concentration dependences of the thermal conductivity of Pentaplast containing carbon fillers. When small additives (0.1-0.6%) are introduced, the dispersed particles are forced out into the most defective regions of the composites. An increase in density of these regions occurs, and also a decrease in mobility of the kinetic units, owing to which there is an increase in the thermal conductivity of the composites. The introduction into Pentaplast of graphite particles leads to a greater increase in the values of density of the polymer matrix than does the introduction into the Pentaplast of particles of carbon black. Accordingly, small additions of graphite promote a greater increase in the thermal conductivity of the composites. With increase in the proportion of filler (for carbon black 1-3%), dispersal of its particles occurs not only in the poorly ordered regions but throughout the polymer. This leads to loosening of the structure (the density of the polymer matrix decreases), which should increase the structural scattering of phonons and lead to a reduction in the thermal conductivity of the composites. On the other hand, with these concentrations, a significant role is played by the thermal conductivity of the filler. The competing effect of these two factors determines the practically stable value of thermal conductivity.
With further increase in the filler concentration there is an increase in the role of the second factor. Evidently, at these concentrations it is possible for continuous chains of filler particles to emerge, which promotes a considerable increase in the thermal conductivity of the composites. The proposed model, taking into account the presence of pores and a boundary layer around the filler particles, is in good agreement with experimental data on the thermal conductivity of a composite based on Pentaplast in the entire range of concentrations investigated.
